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Abstract— Reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) has recently
received extensive research interest due to its capability
to intelligently change the wireless propagation environment.
For RIS-aided wireless communications in frequency division
duplex (FDD) mode, channel feedback at the user equipment (UE) is essential for the base station (BS) to acquire
the downlink channel state information (CSI). In this paper,
a dimension reduced channel feedback scheme is proposed
to reduce the channel feedback overhead by exploiting the
single-structured sparsity of BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel. Since
different UEs share the same sparse BS-RIS channel but have
their respective RIS-UE channels, there are only limited nonzero column vectors in the BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel matrix,
and different UEs share the same indexes of the non-zero
columns. Thus, the downlink CSI can be decomposed into userindependent channel information (i.e., the indexes of non-zero
columns) and user-specific channel information (i.e., the non-zero
column vectors), where the former for all UEs can be fed back
by only one UE, while the latter can be fed back with a fairly
low overhead by different UEs, respectively. Simulation results
show that, compared with the conventional method, the proposed
scheme can reduce channel feedback overhead by more than 80%
for RIS-aided wireless communications.
Index Terms— Reconfigurable intelligent surface,
channel feedback, codebook, single-structured sparsity.

FDD,

I. I NTRODUCTION
ECONFIGURABLE intelligent surface (RIS) based on
metamaterial is emerging as a new promising technology for future 6G communications [2]. Instead of passively
adapting to the propagation environment between the base
station (BS) and the user equipments (UEs) in existing wireless
communication systems, RIS can control the propagation
environment by leveraging its controllable metamaterial-based
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elements. Besides, the noise introduced by an RIS can be
nearly neglected, since normally no signal processing or radiofrequency (RF) chain is deployed at the RIS [3]. Hence,
the RIS-aided wireless communication system is able to
improve the spectrum efficiency and energy efficiency [4].
To achieve this performance gain, downlink channel state
information (CSI) is essential for the joint beamforming optimization at the BS and RIS in RIS-aided wireless communication systems [5]–[8]. To be more specific, the RIS-aided
wireless channel consists of two parts: 1) The BS-RIS-UE
cascaded channel, which is the concatenation of the BSRIS channel and the RIS-UE channel; 2) The direct BS-UE
channel between the BS and the UE. Unfortunately, the channel acquisition overhead of downlink channel estimation is
usually in proportion to the numbers of BS antennas and
RIS elements, which are likely to be very large in RIS-aided
wireless communication systems, e.g., 64 BS antennas [9] and
256 RIS elements [3]. This overhead may lead to a large
gap between theoretical and actual performance in the RISaided wireless communication system. Hence, designing an
accurate downlink CSI acquisition scheme with a low overhead
is crucial for RIS-aided wireless communications.
In time division duplex (TDD) system, thanks to the channel reciprocity between the downlink and uplink channels,
the downlink CSI can be easily acquired by the uplink channel
estimation. In this way, the pilot overhead can be significantly
reduced, which is only in proportion to the number of UEs.
Thus, previous works mainly focus on the CSI acquisition
schemes realized by the uplink channel estimation in TDD
RIS-aided wireless communications systems [10]–[13]. However, frequency division duplex (FDD) is still widely used in
current wireless communication systems, where the downlink
CSI cannot be easily acquired by the uplink channel estimation, since the channel reciprocity does not hold. Considering
the cost for system evolution in practice, we believe that
FDD will also be an important working mode for future
RIS-aided wireless communications. Hence, it is worth to
design an efficient channel feedback scheme to feed the
downlink CSI from UEs back to the BS, which is essential to
optimize the joint beamforming in the FDD mode. In existing
communication systems like wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi) and
5G [14], [15], codebook-based channel feedback schemes with
reliable performance have been widely adopted. Unfortunately,
the size of the conventional codebook for channel feedback
exponentially increases with the number of RIS elements
and BS antennas, which is unbearable in practical RIS-aided
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wireless communication systems with a large number of BS
antennas and RIS elements.
A. Prior Works
Although channel feedback has not been investigated for
RIS-aided wireless communication, it has been widely studied
in current wireless communication systems [14]–[20]. The
downlink CSI should be acquired by channel estimation at
the UE at first. Then, considering the overhead and implementation, the downlink CSI is usually approximated by
an elaborate codebook before feeding back to the BS. The
codebook consists of many codewords, which have the same
dimension as the channel vector. To approximatively represent
the downlink CSI, the codeword whose vector direction is the
closest to the channel vector will be selected. To reduce the
overhead for channel feedback, the index of this codeword
rather than the codeword itself will be fed back to the BS.
Once the index has been obtained, the BS can acquire the
approximated downlink CSI according to the codeword index
and the known codebook.
In [14], the random vector quantization (RVQ) codebook
was proposed for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
channel feedback. The RVQ codebook consists of codewords
that are randomly and independently generated from the
uniform distribution on the complex unit sphere. It is worth
to note that the required codebook size (i.e., the number of
the codewords in the codebook for channel feedback) exponentially increases with the number of BS antennas. Hence,
the size of RVQ codebook is usually large in 5G wireless
communications due to the deployment of massive MIMO.
To reduce the codebook size and the overhead for channel
feedback, a more efficient codebook with better performance
was proposed based on the channel statistics and the measurement matrix [15]. Specifically, a codeword of the proposed
codebook was designed by multiplying a vector from RVQ
codebook by the UE’s channel correlation matrix. Based on the
fact that such kind of channel statistics like channel correlation
remains unchanged in a large time scale, the statistics-based
codebook is able to achieve better performance than the RVQ
codebook with the same codebook size.
However, the size of the statistics-based codebook in [15]
is still large, especially when there are a huge number of
antennas. To further reduce the channel feedback overhead,
the channel feedback scheme based on compressive sensing (CS) was proposed in [16]. By utilizing the channel
sparsity in the angular domain, which is mainly resulted from
the fact that there are usually limited scatterers between the
BS and the UEs, the channel vector can be compressed as a
low-dimensional measurement vector by random projection at
first. Then, this low-dimensional measurement vector can be
fed back to the BS with a low overhead. Thanks to the ability
of sparse signal recovery of CS, the sparse channel in the
angular domain can be reliably recovered by using the received
low-dimensional measurement vector at the BS. More recently,
inspired by the excellent performance of deep learning (DL)
for image compression, DL-based channel feedback schemes
have been proposed [17]–[19]. Specifically, an efficient DLbased compression framework was proposed in [17], where
the CSI compression, CSI encoding, and CSI recovery can be
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jointly tackled. To achieve better performance via extracting
CSI features with multiple resolutions, a novel feedback
network was proposed in [18], which was able to extract multiresolution features and adapt to various scenarios and compression ratios. To make a trade-off between complexity and
accuracy for channel feedback, a DL-based limited feedback
method was studied in [19]. For this method, two individual
deep neural networks (DNNs) were respectively implemented
at the BS and UE to jointly design the CSI prediction and
codebook optimization.
Considering that the direct BS-UE channel has been studied
extensively in current wireless communications, we focus on
the BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel feedback in this paper.
However, the existing channel feedback schemes mentioned
above cannot be directly applied to the RIS-aided wireless
communications. This is mainly caused by the fact that the
size of the BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel is much larger (e.g.,
64 × 256 [3] with 64 BS antennas and 256 RIS elements)
than the channel size of current massive MIMO systems (e.g.,
64 × 1 [20] with 64 BS antennas and one UE antenna),
which will result in the pretty high channel feedback overhead
and large codebook size. This challenging channel feedback
problem has not been investigated for the RIS-aided wireless
communication in the literature.
B. Our Contributions
In this paper, channel feedback for the RIS-aided wireless
communications is investigated for the first time to the best
of our knowledge.1 A dimension reduced channel feedback
scheme is proposed to reduce the channel feedback overhead.
The single-structured sparsity of all UEs’ channels is jointly
exploited to reduce per-user channel feedback overhead in
the proposed scheme. This kind of channel sparsity characteristic mainly results from that different UEs share the
same sparse BS-RIS channel but have their respective RIS-UE
channels, i.e., the sparse BS-RIS channel is user-independent
while the RIS-UE channel is user-specific. This characteristic
has been utilized to improve the performance for channel
estimation [21]–[23]. It is worth pointing out that channel
feedback and channel estimation are the two most important
core tasks for channel acquisition in RIS-aided wireless communications systems. In this work, different from the above
works which focus on channel estimation, we reveal a strong
interest in another core task, i.e., channel feedback, which is
rarely involved but surely important for RIS-aided wireless
communications.
Specifically, to reduce the channel feedback overhead,
we exploit the single-structured sparsity in the hybrid spatial
and angular domain, which is called as the hybrid domain in
this paper. The BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel in the hybrid
domain means that the channel is converted into the angular
domain in the column dimension, while it is still in the
spatial domain in the row dimension. For the hybrid-domain
channel matrix, there are only limited non-zero columns.
Moreover, different UEs share the same set of indexes for
the limited non-zero channel vectors in the column dimension,
which is called as structured sparsity, while the channel vectors
1 Simulation codes are provided to reproduce the results presented in this
paper: http://oa.ee.tsinghua.edu.cn/dailinglong/publications/publications.html.
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are different for BS-RIS-UE cascaded channels of different
UEs. In other words, the BS-RIS-UE cascaded channels of
different UEs show the structured sparsity only in the column
dimension but not in the row dimension, which is called as
the single-structured2 sparsity in this paper.
By exploiting the single-structured sparsity, we propose a
dimension reduced channel feedback scheme, based on which
channel feedback is decomposed as the user-independent CSI
feedback and user-specific CSI feedback. Specifically, for the
hybrid-domain channel matrix, what we need to feedback
are the non-zero column vectors and their corresponding
indexes in the column dimension. The indexes of the nonzero columns can be regarded as user-independent channel
information, while the non-zero column vectors can be treated
as user-specific channel information. In the proposed scheme,
the user-independent channel information for all UEs can be
fed back to the BS by only one UE. Then, the user-specific
channel information can be fed back to the BS with the
help of codebook-based feedback scheme by different UEs.
Moreover, instead of utilizing a constant codebook, we design
dynamic codebooks based on the channel angle information
to match the time-varying BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel more
accurately. Simulation results show that, compared with the
conventional channel statistics-based method, the proposed
scheme can reduce the channel feedback overhead by more
than 80% in RIS-aided wireless communication systems.
C. Organization and Notation
Organization: The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the channel model of the RIS-aided
wireless communication, together with the basic principle for
channel feedback. Section III explains the single-structured
sparsity of the BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel at first, and then
the dimension reduced channel feedback scheme with low
overhead is proposed. Theoretical analysis for the proposed
scheme is also provided in this section. Section IV provides
the simulation results. Finally, we conclude this paper in
Section V.
Notation: We use the lower-case and upper-case boldface
letters a and A to denote a vector and a matrix, respectively;
AT , AH , and A−1 denote the transpose, conjugate transpose,
and inversion transpose of the matrix A, respectively; a
|aH b|2
is the norm of the vector a; sin2 ( (a, b)) = 1 − a2 b2 ;


A⊗B denotes the kronecker product of A and B; CN μ, σ 2
represents the complex Gaussian distribution with the mean μ
and the standard deviation σ; A(:,n) denotes the n-th column
of the matrix A; E{·} denotes the expectation operator;
< a, b > denotes the inner product operation; x denotes
the smallest integer that is greater than or equal to x; Finally,
diag (a) denotes the diagonal matrix with the vector a on its
diagonal.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this section, we firstly introduce the system model of RISaided wireless communication, based on which the channel
feedback scheme and codebook design are then discussed.
2 In

this paper, “structured” means that the sparsity, non-zero column
indexes, or other characteristics keep the same among different UEs’ channels.

Fig. 1.

The RIS-aided wireless communication system.

A. RIS-Aided Wireless Communication Model
In this paper, we consider an RIS-aided wireless communication system as illustrated in Fig. 1, where a BS with M
antennas is aided by an RIS with N elements to simultaneously serve K single-antenna UEs. The downlink signal model
for the k-th UE can be expressed as [24]


yk = hTd,k + hTr,k PG x + nk ,
(1)
where yk is the received signal of the k-th UE; x ∈ CM×1
is the precoded transmitted signal at the BS; hTd,k ∈ C1×M ,
hTr,k ∈ C1×N , and G ∈ CN ×M denote the direct BS-UE channel from the BS to the k-th UE, the RIS-UE channel from the
RIS to the k-th UE, and the BS-RIS channel
matrix from the

BS to the RIS, respectively; nk ∼ CN 0, σn2 is the additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the k-th UE; P ∈ CN ×N
represents the reflecting diagonal matrix of the RIS as
 
(2)
P = diag pT = diag (p1 , · · · , pn , · · · , pN ) ,
where pn = ejϕn (ϕn ∈ [0, 2π], n = 1, 2, · · · , N ) represents
the reflecting coefficient of the n-th RIS element. Note that the
reflecting coefficient can be also represented as pn = ξejϕn ,
where ξ ∈ [0, 1] is the amplitude coefficient. Considering the
reflecting gain and hardware complexity, the default value of
the amplitude coefficient is set as ξ = 1, which is widely
considered in existing research for RIS [3].
T
By utilizing
the property of diagonal matrix, i.e., hr,k PG =


pT diag hTr,k G, the equivalent baseband downlink channel
hTDL,k ∈ C1×M for the k-th UE can be expressed as


hTDL,k = hTd,k + hTr,k PG = hTd,k + pT diag hTr,k G. (3)

Then, we denote the BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel of the
k-th UE Hk in the spatial domain as


(4)
Hk  diag hTr,k G.
In this paper, we assume uniform linear array (ULA) of
antennas at the BS [25] and uniform planar array (UPA) of
elements at the RIS [4], respectively. Considering the widely
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used ray-based channel model in the literature [26], the userindependent BS-RIS channel3 in the spatial domain can be
expressed as
G=

L1


αi bR (ψ1,i , γ1,i ) aH
T

 AoD 
ψi
,
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Similar to (5), the user-specific RIS-UE channel hr,k
between the RIS and the k-th UE in the spatial domain can
be expressed as
hTr,k

(5)

=

L2


βk,i bH
T (ψ2,k,i , γ2,k,i ) ,

(11)

i=1

i=1

where L1 is the number of dominant paths, αi denotes the
complex gain of the i-th path, and ψ1,i (γ1,i ) denotes the
physical azimuth (elevation) angle of arrival (AoA) of the i-th
path, respectively. We consider an UPA with N1 horizontal
elements and N2 vertical elements (N = N1 × N2 ), and the
steering vector bR (ψ1,i , γ1,i ) ∈ CN ×1 of the BS-RIS channel
between the BS and the RIS of the i-th path can be expressed
as
T

dR
bR (ψ1,i , γ1,i ) = ej2πn1 λ cos γ1,i sin ψ1,i
n1 ∈I(N1 )
1  j2πn2 dR sin γ1,i T
1
λ
e
⊗√ √
,
n2 ∈I(N2 )
N1 N2
(6)

where L2 is the number of dominant paths, βk,i is the complex
gain of the i-th path, ψ2,k,i and γ2,k,i are the physical azimuth
and elevation AoDs of the i-th path, respectively, and the
steering vector bT (ψ2,k,i , γ2,k,i ) can be expressed as

where dR is the element spacing at the RIS, λ is the
wavelength of the carrier frequency. In this paper, dR is
set as half wavelength, which is widely adopted in wireless
communications systems [10]. The integer sequence I (n) can
be expressed
 as I(n) = {0, 1, · · · , n−1}. Finally, the steering
vector aT ψiAoD ∈ CM×1 in (5) denotes the antenna array
response of the i-th path, which can be expressed as


1  j2πm dB sin ψiAoD T
λ
e
aT ψiAoD = √
,
(7)
m∈I(M)
M

1
T
ej2πn2 θ2,k,i n ∈I(N ) , (13)
⊗√
2
2
N
where the normalized spacial azimuth and elevation AoDs
for RIS are defined as φ2,k,i = dR cos γ2,k,i sin ψ2,k,i /λ and
θ2,k,i = dR sin γ2,k,i /λ, respectively. Both of the two spacial
angles have the range − 12 , 12 . Then, the user-specific RIS-UE
channel hTr,k in (11) can be also written as

where dB denotes the antenna spacing at the BS, and ψiAoD
denotes the angle of departure (AoD) of the i-th path between
the BS and the RIS. Note that dB is also set as half wavelength,
i.e., we have dB = dR = λ/2.
To express the channel more concisely, for the UPA at the
RIS, we rewrite the steering vector (6) with spacial angles as
b (φ1,i , θ1,i ) = ej2πn1 φ1,i

T
n1 ∈I(N1 )

1
ej2πn2 θ1,i
⊗√
N

T
,
n2 ∈I(N2 )

(8)

where φAoD
= dB sin ψiAoD /λ is the normalized spacial AoD
i
for BS with the range − 21 , 12 . Based on (8) and (9), the
BS-RIS channel G in (5) can be rewritten as
L1


(12)

Similar to (8), by changing the physical angles to the spacial
angles, the steering vector in (12) can be expressed as
b (φ2,k,i , θ2,k,i ) = ej2πn1 φ2,k,i

hTr,k =

L2


T
n1 ∈I(N1 )

βk,i bH (φ2,k,i , θ2,k,i ) .

(14)

i=1

According to (10) and (14), the BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel of the k-th UE Hk in the spatial domain as shown in (4)
can be expressed as
Hk =

L1 
L2


αi βk,j

i=1 j=1

where φ1,i = dR cos γ1,i sin ψ1,i /λ, and θ1,i = dR sin γ1,i /λ
are the normalized spacial azimuth and elevation AoAs for
RIS with the range − 21 , 12 , respectively. For the ULA at the
BS, the steering vector (7) with spacial angles can be similarly
expressed as
T


1  j2πmφAoD
i
√
e
=
,
(9)
a φAoD
i
m∈I(M)
M

G=

bT (ψ2,k,i , γ2,k,i )
T

dR
= ej2πn1 λ cos γ2,k,i sin ψ2,k,i
n1 ∈I(N1 )
1  j2πn2 dR sin γ2,k,i T
1
λ
e
⊗√ √
.
n2 ∈I(N2 )
N1 N2



.
αi b (φ1,i , θ1,i ) aH φAoD
i

(10)

i=1
3 Some researches are working on the multi-RIS assisted multi-user wireless
communication systems, based on which the channels between arbitrary RIS
to BS, or arbitrary two RISs are user-independent [27].





.
diag bH (φ2,k,j , θ2,k,j ) b (φ1,i , θ1,i ) aH φAoD
i
(15)
For simplicity, we rewrite (15) as
Hk =

L1 
L2


 H  AoD 

AoA
φi
,
gi,k,j b φAoA
i,k,j , θi,k,j a

(16)

i=1 j=1

where gi,k,j  αi βk,j is the complex gain for the BS-RISUE cascaded channel, the subscripts i and j express the
path index from the BS to the RIS and that from the RIS
to the UE, respectively, the subscript k is the UE index,
AoA
φAoA
i,k,j = φ1,i −φ2,k,j and θi,k,j = θ1,i −θ2,k,j are the cascaded
normalized spacial azimuth and elevation angles at the RIS,
which are also called as cascaded AoAs in this paper. Note
that the number of paths for the channel between BS to RIS
L1 , and that of the channel between RIS to the UE L2 are
usually much smaller than the number of BS antennas M ,
and the number of the RIS elements N , respectively. In other
words, we have L1
M and L2
N . This is mainly
because that based on the ray-based channel model [26], L1
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only depends on the scattering geometry around the BS, and
L2 only depends on the scattering geometry around the RIS.
Since the BS and the RIS are usually deployed at the high
towers and the wall of skyscrapers, there are only a few scatters
around the BS and RIS, based on which L1 and L2 are usually
small. On the contrary, M and N are very large, since a huge
number of antennas and elements are respectively arranged
in the BS and RIS to better exploit the performance gain
of the joint beamforming. Correspondingly, the AoDs at the
BS and cascaded AoAs at the RIS depend on the scatterers
around the BS and RIS, and the scatterers may not change their
locations rapidly. Hence, these angles may remain unchanged
over a large period of time, which is called as angle coherence
time [20]. On the contrary, the path gains, which are related to
the location changes of the UEs and the scatterers around the
UEs, vary more quickly than the path angles, which usually
determines the channel coherence time.
B. Channel Feedback for FDD RIS-Aided System
In FDD RIS-aided wireless communication systems, it is
hard to utilize the channel reciprocity to obtain the downlink
CSI by relying on the uplink channel estimation, since the
frequency-dependent channel parameters are different between
the downlink and uplink channels. Hence, the BS has to
acquire the downlink CSI by channel feedback from the
UE. The downlink channel should be estimated by the UE
before channel feedback. There are several existing works
of channel estimation for RIS-aided wireless communications
[3], [28]–[31], hence in this paper we assume that the UE
can acquire the downlink CSI perfectly, which is widely
adopted in existing channel feedback researches [14], [15],
[20]. Besides, it is worth to note that there is no essential
difference between the direct BS-UE channel hTd,k of the RISaided wireless communications and that of the conventional
massive MIMO systems, which has been extensively studied
in existing channel feedback works. Thus, we focus on the
channel feedback of the BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel Hk in
this paper.
Specifically, we focus on widely adopted the quantized
channel feedback scheme, based on which the channel is quantized by utilizing channel quantization codebooks at first, and
then the quantized CSI (i.e., the index of selected codeword) is
fed back to the BS by the UE 4 [14]. However, different from
the conventional massive MIMO channel, which is usually
regarded as an M × 1-dimensional vector, the BS-RIS-UE
cascaded channel Hk is an N × M -dimensional matrix as
shown in (4). Consequently, it is difficult to directly apply
current channel feedback schemes with vector codebook to the
RIS-aided wireless communication system. A straightforward
solution is that, we can design a matrix codebook to feed
the BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel matrix as a whole, based
on which the channel feedback procedure needs to be carried
out only once, which is called as the “single-time feedback”
scheme in this paper. However, the complexity for the matrix
codebook design (e.g., the hierarchical codebook [32]) will
4 To finish the channel feedback, the downlink CSI will be transmitted to
the BS via the uplink channel. For uplink transmission of RIS-aided wireless
communications, the existing schemes for the joint beamforming optimization
at the RIS and the BS can be utilized [5]–[8].

increase exponentially with the channel matrix size. Hence,
the single-time feedback scheme will introduce unbearable
complexity, especially when there are many BS antennas and
RIS elements.
Another alternative solution, which is called as the “multitime feedback” scheme in this paper, is to split the channel
matrix into many channel vectors at first, and then the channel
matrix feedback task can be decomposed into several channel
vector feedback sub-tasks. For each sub-task of this multitime feedback scheme, one of the channel vectors is quantized
as a codeword selected from the existing vector codebook at
first, and then the selected codeword index is fed back to the
BS. The channel quantization and the channel feedback of the
multi-time feedback scheme are discussed as follows.
Taking a column vector h ∈ CN ×1 from the BS-RIS-UE
cascaded channel matrix Hk ∈ CN ×M as an example, we can
divide the column vector h into the channel amplitude h
h
and channel direction vector eh = h
. Since the channel
amplitude h is a scalar and very easy to be fed back with
a low overhead, it is usually assumed to be perfectly known
by the BS in existing channel feedback schemes [15]. Thus,
we adopt the same assumption and only focus on the feedback
of the channel direction vector eh . To ensure that the vector eh
composed with continuous complex values can be fed back to
the BS, the widely used solution is to approximately represent
eh by selecting a codeword ci from a pre-designed codebook
C0 = {c1 , · · · , ci , · · · , c2B } ,
B

(17)

which contains 2 different N -dimensional unit-norm column
vectors (i.e., codewords), and B is the quantization bit of
the codeword index. The principle for the codeword selection
is that, the vector direction of the selected codeword should
be as close as possible to the channel direction vector eh .
It is obvious that the performance for channel feedback will
be improved by increasing the codebook size 2B , based on
which we can divide the range of spatial directions with a
higher resolution. However, the complexity for the codeword
selection and the overhead for the codeword index feedback
are directly related to the codebook size. Hence, the codebook
design is essential for channel feedback performance. The
codebook design and the codeword selection will be discussed
more in detail in Section III.
After selecting the codeword, the index i of the selected
codeword will be fed back to the BS from the UE. The
codeword ci , which approximately represents the channel
direction vector eh , can be obtained from the same codebook
C0 as shown in (17) at the BS according to the index i. Finally,
the channel column vector can be recovered by combining
the codeword ci and the corresponding channel amplitude.
After carrying out the same procedure for all channel vectors,
the BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel Hk can be acquired at the
BS by combining those vectors as a matrix column by column.
However, the biggest obstacle for utilizing the multi-time
feedback scheme for the emerging RIS-aided wireless communication is that, it will result in a unbearable channel feedback
overhead. For instance, to feed the BS-RIS-UE cascaded
channel matrix of size 64 × 256, the operation for codebook
indexes feedback needs to be repeated for 256 times within the
channel coherence time, which results in the high overhead for
channel feedback and the low efficiency for data transmission.
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To solve this problem, we propose a more efficient scheme for
BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel feedback with a low overhead,
which will be discussed in the next section.
III. P ROPOSED D IMENSION R EDUCED C HANNEL
F EEDBACK S CHEME
In this section, we introduce the single-structured sparsity of
the BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel at first, based on which we
then propose a dimension reduced channel feedback scheme
to reduce the channel feedback overhead.
A. Single-Structured Sparsity of the BS-RIS-UE Cascaded
Channel
1) Sparsity of a Single UE’s BS-RIS-UE Cascaded Channel:
In an RIS-aided wireless communication system, the BS and
RIS are usually surrounded by limited scatterers. In other
words, there are only a few AoDs at the BS and a few cascaded
AoAs at the RIS. To illustrate this property, we propose the
concept for hybrid domain and reveal the relationship between
the hybrid-domain channel H̃k and the well-known spatialdomain channel Hk as
(18)
Hk = H̃k ΘH
T ,
where ΘT ∈ CM×Gt is the dictionary matrix with the
angular resolution Gt of the AoD at the BS. By utilizing
the dictionary matrix, we can divide the BS AoDs into Gt
grids. Note that when the typical resolution is set as Gt = M ,
the dictionary matrix ΘT becomes the M ×M discrete Fourier
transformation (DFT) matrix [33]. In this paper, H̃k in (18)
is called as the “hybrid-domain channel” (hybrid spatial- and
angular-domain channel), since H̃k in the column dimension
is converted into the angular domain by spatial DFT, while
H̃k in the row dimension is still in the original spatial domain.
As we can see from Fig. 2, there are only L1 non-zero columns
in the N × Gt hybrid-domain channel H̃k , since there are
only L1 channel paths between the BS and the RIS. Besides,
the number of non-zero columns in the hybrid-domain channel
H̃k is determined by the number of AoDs at the BS according
to the ray-based channel model [24].
The dictionary matrix ΘT can be represented as
ΘT = [a (φ1 ) , · · · , a (φgt ) , · · · , a (φGt )] ,

(19)

where the discrete angle value of the gt -th grid, which is
also the angle of steering vector in the gt -th column of the
dictionary matrix ΘT , can be expressed as φgt = − 12 + gtG−1
t
with s = 1, · · · , Gt . Note that the steering vector aH φAoD
i
is orthogonal with almost all columns of ΘT expect for the
column with the grid angle φAoD
[33].
i
For expression simplicity, we suppose that the value of
at the BS is equal to the discrete angle
φAoD
i
 value
 of the gt -th
angle grid, based on which we have aH φAoD
a (φgt ) = 1.
i
Thus, we represent the i-th non-zero column, which is also
the gt -th column of H̃k as5
h̃k,i = H̃k,(:,gt ) =

L2




AoA
gi,k,j b φAoA
i,k,j , θi,k,j ,

(20)

j=1
5 Note that the relationship between g and i is not constant, since the
t
grid index of the AoD, which determines the value of gt , is not constant.
Actually, we just use i to replace gt in the manuscript for the sake of
expression convenience. As long as there are L1 paths between BS and the
RIS, we always have i = 1, 2, · · · , L1 .

Fig. 2.
The BS-RIS-UE cascaded channels: (a) in the spatial domain;
(b) in the hybrid domain. The relationship between the spatial-domain channel
and the hybrid-domain channel of the k-th UE can be expressed as Hk =
H̃k ΘH
T . There are only a few non-zero columns in the hybrid-domain channel
matrix, and different UEs share the same indexes of the non-zero columns, but
these non-zero columns vectors with the same column index are different for
different UEs, which is called as the single-structured sparsity in this paper.

where gt = 1, · · · , Gt and i = 1, · · · , L1 . We can further
rewrite (20) as
h̃k,i = Bk,i gk,i ,
(21)



 
AoA
AoA
AoA
∈
where Bk,i = b φAoA
i,k,1 , θi,k,1 , · · · , b φi,k,L2 , θi,k,L2
N ×L2
C
is the steering matrix, and gk,i
=
[gi,k,1 , · · · , gi,k,L2 ]T ∈ CL2 ×1 denotes the complex gain
AoA
vector of L2 channel paths. Note that b φAoA
can
i,k,l2 , θi,k,l2
be acquired according to (8).
It is worth to point that we illustrate the channel model
under the assumption that the value of BS AoD is on the
grid with angle resolution Gt in the above discussion, based
on which the expression can be more convenience. Actually,
is randomly distributed in a continuous
the value of φAoD
i
angle range and may not lie on any discrete angle grid. This
condition has been adequately considered by the proposed
scheme. For this realistic and general condition, we will
approximate the value of AoD to the nearest discrete grid,
which will result in the loss of channel feedback accuracy to
some extent. Simulation results in Section IV show that the
performance loss is negligible when we choose an appropriate
angular resolution Gt .
2) Single-Structured Sparsity of Different UEs’ BS-RISUE Cascaded Channels: The BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel
consists of two parts: the user-independent BS-RIS channel
and user-specific RIS-UE channel. Specifically, an important
characteristic of the BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel is that, all
UEs share the same user-independent BS-RIS channel, thus
the BS-RIS-UE cascaded channels for different UEs only
differ in the user-specific RIS-UE channel. In other words,
different UEs share the user-independent AoDs at the BS,
but they have their user-specific cascaded AoAs at the RIS.
This channel property can be clearly illustrated by the hybriddomain BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel in Fig. 2, where we
can find that the limited non-zero columns of different UEs’
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Fig. 3.
Frame structure for the proposed dimension reduced channel
feedback.

channel matrices have the same column indexes, which can
be called as the structured sparsity. However, for a set of nonzero column vectors of different UEs’ channel matrices with
the same column index, those column vectors are made up
of different elements, since the cascaded AoAs are different
for different UEs’ BS-RIS-UE cascaded channels. To sum up,
the structured sparsity of the BS-RIS-UE cascaded channels
of different UEs lies only in the column dimension, but not
in the row dimension, which is called as “single-structured
sparsity” in this paper.
According to (18), there is no essential difference to feed
back the BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel Hk either in the spatial
domain or H̃k in the hybrid domain to realize the joint
beamforming. However, the channel feedback overhead for
those two channel matrices is quite different. We focus on the
hybrid-domain channel H̃k in this paper, since there are only
L1 non-zero column vectors in the hybrid-domain channel H̃k ,
and the single-structured sparsity of hybrid-domain channels
is shared by all UEs. This channel characteristic does not
exist in the spatial-domain channel Hk . To reduce the channel
feedback overhead, a dimension reduced channel feedback
scheme will be proposed in the following Subsection III-B.
B. Proposed Dimension Reduced Channel Feedback
As mentioned above, to feed back the BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel, a multi-time feedback scheme can reduce
the complexity for codebook design by splitting the channel
matrix into many channel vectors. However, the multi-time
feedback scheme will result in a much larger overhead, since
the channel vector feedback procedure has to be carried out
for N times (e.g., N = 256 [3]) within the channel coherence
time. To reduce the channel feedback overhead, we propose
a dimension reduced channel feedback scheme for the BSRIS-UE cascaded channel with the help of single-structured
sparsity. Based on the proposed scheme, we can carry out the
multi-time feedback scheme only for L1 times rather than N
times, where L1 is usually much smaller than N (e.g., L1 = 4,
N = 256).
Specifically, to feed the hybrid-domain channel
H̃k (k = 1, 2, · · · , K) by the proposed dimension reduced
channel feedback scheme, what we need to feedback are the
non-zero column vectors and their indexes in the column
dimension. In the proposed scheme, we decompose the
task of channel feedback as the user-independent channel
information feedback and user-specific channel information
feedback. As shown in Fig. 3, the hybrid-domain channel
H̃k (k = 1, 2, · · · , K) can be fed back to the BS by three

steps in the proposed scheme after the downlink channel
estimation (CE) [3], [28]–[31]. Note that it is very difficult to
acquire the BS-RIS channel or RIS-UE channel separately,
since the RIS cannot transmit or receive the pilot signal
limited by the lacking of RF chains.6 Hence, in the proposed
scheme, we focus on the downlink BS-RIS-UE cascaded
channel H̃k ∈ CN ×M . In the first step, by exploiting the
single-structured sparsity, we feed the user-independent
indexes of non-zero columns for all UEs’ channel matrices
back to the BS by only one UE. Then, the user-specific
non-zero column vectors of different UEs’ channel matrices
are fed back to the BS by different UEs in the next two steps
by utilizing dynamic codebooks. Without loss of generality,
we will discuss the next two steps only for the k-th UE,
since the same procedure will be carried out by all UEs.
The dynamic codebooks will be generated in Step 2 to
match the time-varying BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel more
accurately, and the corresponding codewords for the non-zero
column vectors will be selected from the dynamic codebooks
in Step 3. The detailed design method of the dynamic
codebooks will be discussed later. In Step 3, the indexes
of the selected codewords for the corresponding non-zero
column vectors, will be fed back to the BS, as mentioned in
Subsection II-B.
To be more specific, we describe the three steps of the
proposed dimension reduced channel feedback scheme as
follows.
Step 1: Feedback for the User-Independent Columns
Indexes: In this step, the L1 user-independent indexes of the
non-zero columns in the BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel H̃k for
all K UEs (k = 1, 2, · · · , K) will be acquired and fed back
to the BS. According to (18), the angular resolution of the
dictionary matrix ΘT is Gt , i.e., the range of channel angles
are divided by Gt grids. As mentioned in Subsection III-A,
the number of column vectors in the hybrid-domain channel
matrix is determined by the number of angle grids Gt , while
the number of non-zero column vectors is determined by
the number of channel paths between the BS and the RIS.
In addition, (19) indicates that the index of the non-zero
channel vector in the column dimension is also the grid index
of the AoD at the BS of the corresponding channel path.
In other words, we can acquire the L1 indexes of the non-zero
column vectors according to the grid indexes of L1 AoDs at
the BS of the downlink channel. Then, we can feed the indexes
of the non-zero columns back to the BS via the uplink channel.
In this way, the per-user overhead for channel feedback can be
significantly reduced, since the number of UEs carrying out
the channel feedback procedure for non-zero column indexes
can be reduced from K to only 1.
Then, in the following two steps, the non-zero column
vectors of different UEs’ channel matrices will be fed back
to the BS by different UEs, respectively.
Step 2: Generate the Dynamic Codebooks: Different from
the existing channel feedback schemes with a constant codebook, we design different dynamic codebooks for the non-zero
column vectors of H̃k to match the time-varying channels
more accurately. It is known that the channel variation is
6 It is worth to note that the concept of active RIS has been proposed in
recent research [34].
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related to the changes of channel gains and the changes of
channel angles, and the angle coherence time is much longer
than the channel coherence time. Thus, we design dynamic
codebooks by particularly considering the slow-varying channel angle information, based on which the dynamic codebooks
will be only updated at the beginning of every angle coherence
time and remain unchanged within the angle coherence time.
Specifically, taking the i-th non-zero column vector h̃k,i of
the hybrid-domain channel H̃k as an example, we introduce
the feature of the non-zero column vector and the design
method of the corresponding dynamic codebook Ck,i as follows. As shown in Fig. 2, a non-zero column of the hybriddomain channel H̃k is not sparse in the row dimension, which
results in a pretty high channel feedback overhead. To reduce
the overhead for channel feedback, the characteristic of RISUE channel is exploited in the proposed scheme. Specifically,
(20) indicates that h̃k,i is composed of only L2 channel paths
between the RIS and the k-th UE. In other words, we can find
from (21) that the N -dimensional non-zero column vector h̃k,i
is distributed in a vector space, which is spanned by the L2
columns of the steering matrix Bk,i ∈ CN ×L2 . This vector
space is also referred to as the column space of Bk,i . Note
that the steering matrix is determined by the L2 pairs of casAoA L2
caded AoAs, which can be expressed as {(φAoA
i,k,j , θi,k,j )}j=1 ,
and we usually have L2
N . Hence, the column space
of the steering matrix Bk,i is just a subspace of a full
N -dimensional space. Since the non-zero vector h̃k,i is related
to the angle information, we can design the dynamic codebook
Ck,i with the help of the steering matrix Bk,i . Note that the
continuous cascaded AoAs with the range − π2 , π2 usually
need to be quantized for digital transmission in practice, the qth codeword of the dynamic codebook Ck,i can be designed
as
ck,i,q = B̂k,i rk,i,q ,

(22)

where rk,i,q ∈ CL2 ×1 is a unit-norm vector chosen from the
RVQ codebook [20] of size 2B . Note that the RVQ codebook
is per-determined and known both at the BS and the UE, and
B̂k,i ∈ CN ×L2 is the quantized steering matrix which can be
expressed as



 
AoA
AoA
AoA
B̂k,i = b φ̂AoA
. (23)
i,k,1 , θ̂i,k,1 , · · · , b φ̂i,k,L2 , θ̂i,k,L2
Note that B̂k,i is determined by the L2 pairs of quantized
AoA L2
spacial cascaded AoAs {(φ̂AoA
i,k,j , θ̂i,k,j )}j=1 . For every casAoA
caded AoA (e.g., φi,k,j ), uniformly quantizing the value of
continuous angle into a discrete grid with limited resolution is
a simple but effective way to acquire the quantized cascaded
AoA AoA L2
AoA (i.e., φ̂AoA
i,k,j ). This angle information {(φ̂i,k,j , θ̂i,k,j )}j=1
will be fed back to the BS by Step 2. With the L2 pairs of
quantized cascaded AoAs, the L2 columns in B̂k,i can be
calculated according to (8). The dynamic codebook Ck,i will be
updated only once at the beginning of every angle coherence
time, since the quantized steering matrix B̂k,i determined by
the quantized cascaded AoAs remains constant during the
angle coherence time.
In order to acquire the dynamic codebooks at the BS,
the angle information at the UE also needs to be acquired at
the BS by channel feedback. Thus, the L2 pairs of quantized
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cascaded AoAs need to be fed back to the BS by the k-th UE
via the uplink channel in this step.
By taking the same procedure for generating the dynamic
codebook of the i-th non-zero column vector, the dynamic
codebooks for the rest of non-zero column vectors can be
acquired. Note that although we need to design different
dynamic codebooks for different non-zero column vectors, it is
not difficult to implement, since there are only a few nonzero columns in the hybrid-domain channel matrix. Moreover,
although we have to generate the same codebook at the BS as
that at the UE, we can achieve this goal with a low overhead,
since we can just need to feed a few cascaded AoAs rather
than the whole codebook back to the BS.
Step 3: Feedback for the Codeword Indexes: In this step,
for non-zero column vectors of the hybrid-domain channel
H̃k , we select codewords from the corresponding dynamic
codebooks to approximate the non-zero column vectors. Then,
the indexes of the codewords for these non-zero column
vectors are fed back to the BS.
Specifically, taking the i-th non-zero column h̃k,i of the
hybrid-domain channel H̃k as an example, we select the
codeword for h̃k,i from the dynamic vector codebook Ck,i ,
which has been generated according to the angle information
in Step 2. The selected codeword with the index Dk,i is
determined from
 

(24)
Dk,i = arg min sin2  h̃k,i , ck,i,q .
q∈[1,2B ]

An intuitive explanation for (24) is that, what we want to
select from the codebook is an appropriate codeword ck,i,q
whose vector direction is the closest to the direction of channel
vector h̃k,i in the N -dimensional space. After selecting the
codeword, we can feed back the codeword index Dk,i to
the BS with the feedback overhead of B bits. Similarly,
the codeword indexes for other non-zero columns can be fed
back to the BS in the same procedure like the operation for
the i-th non-zero column.
After the above three steps, the BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel H̃k will be recovered at the BS as follows. According to
Step 1, the user-independent indexes of the non-zero column
vectors can be acquired at the BS. Then, with the quantized
cascaded AoAs fed back in Step 2, the BS can acquire
the user-specific dynamic codebooks for all UEs. Next, with
the codeword indexes from the k-th UE in Step 3, the BS
can select the codewords from the corresponding dynamic
codebooks to approximate the non-zero column vectors for
all UEs’ channel matrices. Finally, those non-zero channel
vectors are arranged into the corresponding columns indicated
by the indexes for non-zero columns to reconstruct the whole
hybrid-domain channel H̃k . Moreover, the spatial-domain
BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel Hk , which can be used for
the joint beamforming optimization in the RIS-aided wireless communication system, will be completely recovered as
Hk = H̃k ΘH
T according to (18).
Finally, we discuss the channel feedback overhead of the
proposed dimension reduced channel feedback scheme from
three aspects. Most importantly, by exploiting the singlestructured sparsity, the number of UEs who carry out the
channel feedback for indexes of the non-zero columns can be
reduced from K to only 1. Moreover, the number of column
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vectors which needs to be fed back can be reduced from
the number of antennas M to the number of channel paths
L1 of BS-RIS channel for each UE. In addition, as shown
in Fig. 3, we can carry out the first two steps only once during
a large angle coherence time, since the change of angles is
significantly slower than that of channel gains, based on which
the channel feedback overhead can be further reduced.
The per-user overhead for the proposed channel feedback
scheme consists of three parts: the feedback overhead for
the user-independent indexes of non-zero columns, the feedback overhead for the user-specific cascaded AoAs, and the
feedback overhead for the codeword indexes. The per-user
overhead p for channel feedback of those three parts can be
calculated as
log (Gt )×L1 × ( K) B0 ×2 × L1 × L2
p= 2
+
+ BL1 ,
χ×K
χ
(25)
where the coefficient χ represents the ratio between the angle
coherence time and the channel coherence time. To enhance
the robustness of the user-independent channel information
feedback in the practical systems, we can appoint K UEs
to simultaneously feed the user-independent indexes back to
the BS, and the selected UE proportion
for Step 1 can be
neatly adjusted according to different transmission scenarios.
Certainly, according to the proposed channel feedback scheme,
it is feasible to appoint only one UE for Step 1 as we have
discussed before.
C. Theoretical Analysis for the Proposed Scheme
In this subsection, we provide the theoretical analysis of
the proposed dimension reduced channel feedback scheme.
We focus on the analysis for quantization error, based on
which the overhead for the proposed channel feedback scheme
will also be exploited.
1) We analyze the quantization error for the non-zero
column vectors at first. Without loss of generality, we take
the h̃k,i as an example. The quantization error  between the
ˆ
original channel vector h̃k,i and fed back channel vector h̃k,i
can be expressed as
ˆ
 


< h̃k,i , h̃k,i >2
ˆ
=1−E
 = E sin2  h̃k,i , h̃k,i
ˆ 2 h̃ 2
h̃
k,i 2
k,i 2
⎡
2 ⎤
 ˆ

H
⎢ h̃k,i 2 ck,i,q Bk,i gk,i  ⎥
= 1 − E⎣
⎦
ˆ 2 h̃ 2
h̃
k,i 2

k,i 2


2 

 H
H
= 1 − E rk,i,q B̂k,i Bk,i g̃k,i  ,

(26)

where g̃k,i = gk,i /h̃k,i 2 .
Remark 1: Consider that rk,i,q ∈ CL2 ×1 is randomly
selected from the RVQ codebook, based on which the quantization error can be upper-bounded as
 
 (a)

B
ˆ
< 2− L2 −1 = ¯, (27)
Dyna = E sin2  h̃k,i , h̃k,i

2 
B


g̃
where (a) comes from E rH
> 1 − 2− L2 −1 accordk,i,q k,i 
ing to [14].

Based on (27), for a given 0 , the overhead for feeding the
codeword index in Step 3 is required as
BDyna > (L2 − 1) log2

1
.
0

(28)

According to (28), we can find that the required overhead
by utilizing the dynamic codebook is proportional to the
number of paths L2 . If we directly utilize the RVQ codebook
to quantize the N -dimensional non-zero column vector h̃k,i ,
the quantization error can be represented as

2 
ˆ

Const = 1 − E ẽ
,
ẽ
,
(29)
k,i k,i 
ˆk,i and ẽk,i
where the N -dimensional unit-norm vector ẽ
ˆ
denote the direction of the channel vector h̃k,i and h̃k,i ,
respectively. Similarly, the overhead for the index feedback
with the constant codebook is required as
BConst > (N − 1) log2

1
.
0

(30)

From (28) and (30), we can observe that for a certain
quantization error, the codebook size of the dynamic codebook
and the constant codebook are proportional to 2L2 and 2N ,
N , the overhead for feeding back the
respectively. Since L2
non-zero vector can be significantly reduced when we utilizing
the dynamic codebook.
2) Actually, the analysis for the upper bound in Remark 1
is calculated with the restriction B̂H
k,i Bk,i = IL2 . This restriction is considered with perfect feedback for cascaded AoAs,
i.e., B̂k,i = Bk,i . However, since the feedback overhead
B0 for the cascaded
 AoA is
 limited,
 the equivalence relation
AOA
and
b
φ
no longer holds.7 In this
between b φ̂AOA
i,k,l2
i,k,l2
condition, we have B̂H
k,i Bk,i ≈ ΥIL2 . Following the analysis
in [35], we have
 d 2
πζ λ
2
(31)
N 2 2−2B0 ,
|Υ| ≥ 1 −
3
where ζ is the difference between the maximum and minimum
value for cascaded AoAs. Hence, the quantization error can
be rewritten as

2 

 ≈ 1 − |Υ|2 E rH
g̃
k,i,q k,i


B
−
− B
≤ 1 − 2 L2 −1 ν + 2 L2 −1 ,
(32)
2

(πζ λd ) 2 −2B0
where we denote ν =
N 2
for the sake of
3
convenience.
Remark 2: We can find that consider the quantization and
limited feedback for the cascaded AoA, the upper bound of
the error  is related to B0 . For a given quantization error 0 ,
we can calculate that B0 is required as
πζdN
1 − 0
1
),
(33)
− log2 (1 −
B0 ≥ log2 √
2
1 − ¯
3λ
based on which we can observe that if we want to reduce the
quantization error 0 , it is essential to quantize the cascaded
AoA with a larger quantization bits B0 . When the allowable
upper bound 0 is close to the original error ¯ in (27),
7 We

consider the ULA deployment for RIS in this subsection.
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i.e., 0 → ¯, we have B0 → ∞, which means that the cascaded
AoA should be perfectly quantized, which is consistent with
the discussion in Remark 1.
3) Based on (16), the spatial-domain channel Hk ∈ CN ×M
can be expressed by block matrix multiplication as
⎡ H  AoD ⎤
 a φ1

⎢
⎥
..
H
Hk = h̃k,1 , · · · , h̃k,L1 ⎣
⎦  ΞA ,
.


aH φAoD
L1
(34)


where the block matrix Ξ = h̃k,1 , · · · , h̃k,L1 is composed
 AoD  Hcolumn vectors of H̃k and A =
 by the L1 non-zero
,
·
·
·
,
a
φL1
a φAoD
is the steering matrix. Similarly,
1
for the proposed channel feedback scheme, the spatial-domain
channel calculated by the fed back hybird-doamin channel
ˆ ΘH with
ˆ at the BS can be expressed as Ĥ = H̃
H̃
k
k
k T
ˆ ∈ CN ×Gt . It is important to point that φAoD is quantized
H̃
k
i
to the nearest angle grid φgti selected from the Gt grids by
the proposed scheme in Step 1, with limited error δAoD =
− φgti . The subscript gti is the index for the selected
φAoD
i
grid. The feedback channel Ĥk at the BS can be rewritten as
⎡ H
⎤
 a (φgt1 )

⎢
⎥
..
ˆ
ˆ
Ĥk = H̃
⎦
k,(:,gt1 ) , · · · , H̃k,(:,gtL1 ) ⎣
.


H
a φgtL1
 Ξ̂ÂH .

(35)

In this paper, we evaluate the quantization error between Hk
and Ĥk by calculating the chordal distance as a metric [36],
which is a widely adopted metric of the quantization error
for channel feedback research [37], [38]. The chordal distance
between Hk and Ĥk is denoted as

N
 2
sin ϑj ,
(36)
d(Hk , Ĥk ) = 
j=1

where ϑj denotes the j-th principal angle between the two
subspaces spanned by the N rows of the matrices Hk and
Ĥk , respectively. The calculation for the principal angles can
be exploited in [36], based on which we have
1/2

2
d(Hk , Ĥk ) = N − Hk ĤH

.
(37)
k F
Hence, combining (34), (35), and (37), the quantization
error D evaluated by the chordal distance can be calculated
as

2


D  E d(Hk , Ĥk ) = E N − ΞAH ÂΞ̂H 2F . (38)
It is shown in [37] that the upper bound D̄ is
 
Γ T1
B
−1
(CL1 N ) T 2− T ,
(39)
D ≤ D̄ ≈
T
where T = N (N − L1 ), and CL1 N is denoted by
N (L1 −i)!
1
i=1 (N −i)! . The Gamma function Γ (x) is defined as
T!
∞
Γ(x) = 0 tx−1 e−t dt for any real number x.
Remark 3: It is worth to point that (39) holds with the
assumption for discrete and on-grid angle, i.e., δAoD = 0.
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In other words, we did not consider the feedback error from
Step 1 in the above two Remarks. Actually, the AoD is
randomly generated in the continuous range rather than a
discrete angle grid. Hence, the discretization for AoD in
Step 1 will bring the quantization error since A = Â. This
error will be propagated to Step2 and Step 3, which is called
as the error propagation effect in this paper. Taking the error
propagation effect into account, the upper bound D1 should
be calculated similar to (32) as
D1 ≤ D̄ + (N − D̄)

M2
ι,
3G2t

(40)


2
where ι = πς λd
can be obtained similar to ν, and ς is
the difference between the maximum and minimum value for
AoDs. We can observe from (40) that the quantization error
rises caused by the discretization for AoD compared with (39).
According to the channel model of this paper, the value for ι
is fixed. Hence, Gt > M is usually essential for our proposed
scheme to reduce the feedback error brought by the AoD
discretization, which can also be illustrated by Fig. 5.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we provide the simulation results of the
proposed dimension reduced channel feedback scheme in the
RIS-aided wireless communication system via Monte Carlo
simulation. The number of BS antennas, RIS elements, and
single-antenna UEs are set as M = 64, N = 256, and K = 4,
respectively. The value of AoDs at the BS and the cascaded
AoAs at the RIS are randomly distributed in the continuous
angle range according to the channel model in Section II. The
number of paths from the BS to the RIS and that from the RIS
to the UE are set as L1 = 4 and L2 = 2, respectively. The UE
proportion is set as = 1/K = 25%, i.e., we consider the
fully discussed scenario in this paper with one UE to carry out
Step 1. According to the analysis about the angle coherence
time in [20], the ratio χ is set as 10. The receiver SNR is set
as 5 dB.
We choose the achievable sum-rate to evaluate the performance of the proposed channel feedback scheme. After
acquiring the downlink CSI via channel feedback, cross
entropy optimization (CEO) is utilized to optimize the joint
beamforming at the BS and RIS [39]. Then, the achievable
sum-rate rate can be expressed as [19]
⎛
⎞

2

ε  H
K

K hDL,k v̂k 
⎜
⎟
R=
log2 ⎝1 +

2 ⎠ , (41)

 H

K
ε
k=1
1 + K i=1,i =k hDL,k v̂i 
where ε is the transmit power, and v̂k ∈ CM×1 is the
k-th column of the normalized precoding matrix at the BS.
It is worth to note that the reflecting diagonal matrix P for
the RIS has been included in the equivalent channel hDL,k as
shown in (3).
Fig. 4 shows the achievable sum-rate comparison between
the proposed dimension reduced channel feedback scheme and
the conventional statistics-based channel feedback scheme [15]
against the per-user overhead for channel feedback. We also
provide the upper bound of the achievable sum-rate, which
is achieved by the perfect channel state information at the
transmitter (CSIT) with ideal channel feedback. For the results
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Fig. 4. The achievable sum-rate comparison between the proposed dimension
reduced channel feedback scheme and the conventional feedback scheme.

in this figure, we configure the grid resolution of AoD as
Gt = 1024 and the quantization bits of the cascaded AoA
as B0 = 8 bits, and the rationality of this configuration will
be observed in subsequent simulation results. Then, we enlarge
the size of dynamic codebooks B from 1 bit to 11 bits, which
will result in the increase of per-user overhead for channel
feedback. We can find from Fig. 4 that the achievable sumrate will be improved with the increase of the channel feedback
overhead. By utilizing the proposed channel feedback scheme,
the achievable sum-rate has a small gap of only 0.1 bps/Hz
compared with the upper bound when the dynamic codebooks
size is B = 11 bits, based on which the per-user overhead
for the proposed channel feedback scheme can be calculated
as p = 58 bits. However, to achieve this performance with
the same achievable sum-rate gap by utilizing the conventional statistics-based channel feedback scheme, the per-user
overhead for channel feedback should be 320 bits, which is
5 times of that of the proposed dimension reduced channel
feedback scheme. In other words, the per-user overhead for
the proposed channel feedback scheme can be reduced by
more than 80% compared with the conventional statisticsbased channel feedback scheme, while the same performance
can still be guaranteed. On the contrary, the overhead for
conventional channel feedback scheme [15] is an integer
multiple for the number of BS antennas M . To evaluate the
channel feedback performance with a similar overhead with
p = 58 bits, when the overhead of 64 bits is provided for the
conventional channel feedback scheme, the achievable sumrate is only 28% of the proposed scheme. In other words,
this achievable sum-rate has a gap of more than 5.13 bps/Hz
compared with the upper bound.
Fig. 5 illustrates the impacts of the AoD resolution Gt at the
BS on the achievable sum-rate. We adopt the quantization bits
of the codeword index in the vector codebook as B = 11 bits
according to Fig. 4. The RIS cascaded AoA quantization bits
is still set as B0 = 8 bits. To feed the user-independent nonzero column indexes back to the BS in Step 1, we can feed
the grid index of AoD to represent the non-zero column index
as mentioned in Section III. Fig. 5 shows that the achievable
sum-rate of the proposed scheme has a small gap of less
than 0.1 bps/Hz compared with the upper bound. However,

Fig. 5. The achievable sum-rate of the dimension reduced channel feedback
scheme against the grid resolution Gt of AoD at the BS.

the angles of channel paths are usually continuous rather than
discretely distributed in the angular grids. Under this practical
condition, the AoD of the channel path at the BS must be
approximated to the nearest grid, and this procedure will result
in the performance loss to some extent. Thus, the number
of the grids, which is determined by the resolution Gt , will
affect the channel feedback performance and consequently
affect the achievable sum-rate. From Fig. 5 we can find that
the achievable sum-rate will be improved with the increase of
AoD resolution Gt at the BS. It is shown in Fig. 5 that when
Gt = 1024, the performance with imperfect AoDs can almost
approach the achievable sum-rate of the proposed scheme with
perfect AoDs. It is worth to note that the required resolution
Gt is usually much bigger than M to overcome the error
propagation effect discussed in Subsection III-C. However,
the grid indexes of the AoDs need to be fed back only once
during the large angle coherence time, so the corresponding
overhead for channel feedback is fairly low. As mentioned
before, thanks to the single-structured sparsity, even if a
quarter of UEs are selected to feed the grid indexes of AoDs
back to the BS to improve the robustness of channel feedback,
the per-user overhead for channel feedback of Step 1 is only
L1 × log2 (Gt ) × /χ = 1 bit.
Fig. 6 presents the achievable sum-rate of the proposed
dimension reduced channel feedback scheme against the number of cascaded AoA quantization bits B0 . In this figure,
the quantization bits of the codeword index in the vector
codebook is set as B = 11 bits, and the AoD resolution at the
BS is set as Gt = 1024. It is clear from Fig. 6 that with the
increase of B0 , the achievable sum-rate increases rapidly. It is
worth to point out that when B0 = 8 bits, the achievable sumrate of the proposed scheme with imperfect AoAs has almost
no difference with that in the ideal case of perfect AoAs. Both
of them are very close to the upper bound with perfect CSIT.
Since the quantized AoAs are only required to be fed back
once during the large angle coherence time, the associated
overhead is also very low for the proposed channel feedback
scheme. The per-user overhead for channel feedback of Step 2
1 ×L2
can be calculated as  B0 ×2×L
 = 13 bits, where the
χ
factor 2 in numerator indicates that there are two cascaded
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Fig. 6. The achievable sum-rate of the dimension reduced channel feedback
scheme against the cascaded AoA quantization bits B0 .
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feedback overhead by exploiting the single-structured sparsity
of the BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel. We divided the channel
feedback into the user-independent channel information (i.e.,
the indexes of the non-zero columns) feedback and userspecific channel information (i.e., the non-zero column vectors) feedback. In the proposed scheme, the user-independent
channel information for all UEs can be fed back to the BS
by only one UE. Then, the user-specific channel information
can be fed back to the BS with the help of codebook-based
feedback scheme by different UEs, respectively. Moreover,
to match the time-varying BS-RIS-UE cascaded channel
more accurately, we designed dynamic codebooks based on
the channel angle information rather than utilizing a constant
codebook. Simulation results showed that the proposed
dimension reduced channel feedback scheme could reduce the
channel feedback overhead by more than 80%, while the nearoptimal achievable sum-rate could be guaranteed. We leave
the channel feedback with the influence for imperfect downlink
channel estimation in RIS-aided cell-free networks [40] for
future work, in which it may be unbearable to estimate the
CSI with high accuracy among every UE, every RIS and
every BS.
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